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Abstract: Modelling and simulation are crucial techniques for the success of recon-
figurable machine tools as manufacturing devices. This paper treats the effi-
cient modelling and analysis of different machine configurations using en-
capsulated submodels, called predefined structural module models. The focus 
of the presented research lies on the automated generation of the simulation 
model and on the reliability of the obtained results. The paper gives an over-
view of the underlying modelling methodology. It describes the procedure 
for obtaining a machine model using predefined modules and for analysing 
it. The development of physical prototype modules is discussed. These are 
meant to allow the validation of the proposed reconfiguration procedure. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the manufacturing industry has to cope with turbulent and quickly 
changing business environments. Sudden and striking changes in the order 
situation immediately affect a company’s operation management and profitabililty. 
New manufacturing systems and arrangements of these may offer novel 
possibilities to stay competitive. 
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Reconfigurable machine tools (RMTs) are proposed as enablers for manufac-
turing concepts capable of dealing with medium batch sizes and of fulfilling the 
mentioned need for quick adaptation (Landers, et al., 2001). In contrast to conven-
tional devices, RMTs are designed for repeated modifications of their configura-
tion in order to meet the current needs. This requires consistent modular design of 
machine tools, where the different constituents are built as self-contained modules, 
each of these offering a specific functionality (Wurst, et al., 2006). 

Major advantages can be drawn under conditions where the existing manufac-
turing devices are insufficient so that additional machines would have to be pur-
chased. In this case, RMTs offer the possibility to review and subsequently restruc-
ture a set of manufacturing processes and adapt the corresponding machines. In 
combination with new manufacturing processes or materials significant economic 
benefits may be yielded (Lorenzer, et al., 2008b). 

Prerequisites for the described application of RMTs are appropriate methods 
and tools that support the development of modules as well as the actual reconfigu-
ration process. There exist several simulation tools for the evaluation of machine 
configurations (Zaeh, Baudisch, 2003), but because of their complexity they are 
unsuitable for machine tool users, in general. Furthermore, they are not designed 
for handling machine modules as needed for RMTs. Other tools working with 
mechatronic machine models support the reconfiguration process, but they are not 
capable of providing physical information on the expected machine behaviour 
(Kircher, et al., 2004). Thus, there is a need for modelling and evaluation tools that 
combine both, modularity and physical information. 

This paper discusses the use of the Axis Construction Kit, a multi-body simula-
tion environment, in the model based reconfiguration process. It supports the user 
in finding an adequate configuration for a task specific RMT and in obtaining con-
sistent and complete data for the efficient commissioning of the machine after each 
reconfiguration. Additionally, the established machine model allows to consider 
inherent deficiencies of the machine and to compensate them dynamically during 
control run time. Eliminating structural insufficiencies via control algorithms is 
seen as a promising and necessary way for the economic application of RMTs. 

2 Modelling 

From the point of view of an RMT user, the reconfiguration process can be divided 
into three parts: the definition of the axis configuration, the simulation of the 
modelled machine and finally the starting up of the reconfigured machine 
(Lorenzer, et al., 2007). This section describes the modelling of machine modules, 
which is done by the manufacturer, as well as the modelling of different machine 
configurations using predefined module models. 

2.1 The Modelling Tool Axis Construction Kit 

When designing a new machine configuration, tools and methods for efficient 
modelling and evaluation of the expected machine behaviour are needed. Rigid 
multi body modelling is an adequate means for this purpose. Already few physical 
data about the analysed machine provides qualitatively and partly quantitatively 
reliable information. 
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The Axis Construction Kit (ACK), developed at ETH Zurich (Weikert 2000), is 
a software tool especially designed for modelling and analysing machine tools. Its 
mathematical core has been tested in various academic and industrial cases where 
matching calculation results and measurements proved its utility. A distinguishing 
feature is the efficient analysis of position dependent behaviour in the work space. 
This section focuses on the modelling only.  

2.1.1 Machine Models in General 
When building a machine tool model, the user follows in general the given logical 
order of the menu in the graphical user interface of the ACK: 

1. Machine defintion is used for modelling the component bodies. Different 
primitive bodies like cuboids, cylinders and prisms can be chosen, each as 
homogenous body or as shell body with different core and shell density. 
For long slim bodies, there exists the possibility to use a body with beam 
properties, i.e. a segmented body coupled via a 6 degree of freedom (DOF) 
stiffness, according to the finite rigid body approach (Kruszewski 1971). 
For the modelling of machine tool structures these coupled bodies 
representing beam-like components are completed with elasticities 
representing guideways and drives to a fully linear system of equations. 

2. In the coupling definition menu, all couplings between the modelled bodies 
are defined, except inbetween the beam segements, as those are generated 
automatically. There is a choice of different types of couplings which are 
especially designed for the needs in the machine tool sector, e.g. linear 
guideways or base fixations. Compared to commercial modelling tools, the 
modelling time can be reduced significantly.  
Furthermore, the kinematics of the machine is defined at this stage. The 
kinematics is required for the calculation of position dependent behaviour. 

3. In the drive definition menu, finally, the drives are added. Needed 
information are the type of drive, the point of load incidence, the coupling 
stiffness of the drive chain and whether a closed loop or semi-closed loop 
measuring system is used. 

In the case of RMTs, the modelling process can be significantly simplified by 
using predefined module models. In the machine definition menu, modules can be 
added by connecting them to module interfaces somewhere on the machine model. 

2.1.2 Module Models 
A module model can be seen as an encapsulated submodel of a machine. It 
contains basically the same information as a machine model, it consists of the same 
elements and uses the same data formats. When a module is added to a machine, 
all this information is present for the automatic generation of the machine model in 
a preprocessing phase which precedes calculation and simulation. The user does 
not have to deal with coupling or drive definition as all module data is inaccessible. 

The module manufacturer who delivers the module model file, in contrast, has 
the means to determine the module’s properties very precisely. In addition to the 
minimum necessary data, i.e. geometry and mass, he can specify the effective posi-
tion of the centre of inertia and the moments of inertia of each body. As the mod-
ules are ready for use, the necessary data can be obtained from the CAD files. 
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A graphical representation of a module model is shown in Fig. 1. The illus-
trated module is the long linear axis (LLA) which is modelled as a body with beam 
properties and a homogenous cuboid for the slide. The beam with different core 
and shell density consists of 5 elastically coupled segments. Module interfaces are 
attached at the slide surface and at the opposite side of the beam. Different colours 
indicate the type of the interface, i.e. whether it is one with screw holes or with 
threads. This system is used to ensure that only matching interfaces can be con-
nected during modelling. 

 

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a module model for a long linear axis (LLA). The 
axis is modelled as a body with beam properties whose single segments are shown. 
The shaded surfaces represent the module interfaces. 

For the moment, module models are generated via script files. Adaptations or 
derived variants can efficiently be implemented, furthermore the script mode 
allows for fine tuning with more detailed and precise parameters, representing e.g. 
measured deflection properties. 

2.2 Machine Variants 

For this study, different machine variants have been generated and analysed. The 
goal was to show, that generating machine models using predefined module 
models can be done in very little time and with little effort, even if the machine 
configurations are very different from each other. A direct comparison between the 
different variants was not the intention and will not be conducted. To do this, 
different machine variants consisting of different modules but for one and the same 
machining task would be the subject of investigation. 

Fig. 2 shows three machine variants that are investigated in this paper. A sim-
ple one axis configuration, consisting of a horizontal spindle unit mounted on a 
horizontal linear axis is shown on the left. In combination with a multi tool head, 
this configuration could be used for drilling holes in a certain pattern. The two axes 
machine in the middle disposes of one tool sided vertical axis on which a horizon-
tal spindle unit is mounted and one horizontal linear axis on the work piece side. 
The three axes machine on the right finally is a moving column configuration with 
a vertical spindle unit and a horizontal linear axis on the work piece side.  
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All machine models are built from predefined modules and fixed on a massive 
base which acts as machine bed. When the module files are present and the desired 
machine configuration is determined, the modelling itself takes only a few minutes; 
in this case between 1 and 3 minutes, depending on the investigated variant. 

 

Fig. 2. Different machine variants that are investigated: From a simple one axis 
arrangement (left) up to a three axes machine configuration l(right). 

2.3 Simulink Model for Variable Number of Drives 

The automatically generated rigid multi body models are determined by their mass, 
damping and stiffness matrices. Based on these, all calculations in the frequency 
domain are effectuated. For analyses in the time domain, the model is 
automatically transformed into state space representation. This model description is 
an adequate form for the kind of simulations that are of interest for the evaluation 
of machine tools, i.e. dynamic problems where position over time is looked at as a 
crucial criterion. These simulations require a mechatronic model of the drive, 
taking into account the detailed drive specifications and design characteristics. 

In order to be able to simulate any machine configuration regardless of the 
number of drives in the respective model, a universal drive model has been devel-
oped and implemented in MATLAB®/Simulink®. The model is able to treat ma-
trix values but necessitates the rearrangement of certain values at some points, as it 
can be seen in Fig. 3 on the left. The model adapts itself dependent on the number 
of drives NoD, in the shown case NoD = 2. Blocks capable of dealing with Single 
Input Single Output (SISO) or Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) only can be 
substituted by a matrix transfer function and called via an LTI-block. 

The drive model parameters are set in a separate file corresponding to the 
specifications of the used drive components. The values for the controller gains can 
be set for each drive which provides an optimisation loop for the controller settings 
on the virtual machine. The model allows the choice of feedback systems: closed 
loop and semi-closed loop. In closed loop mode, linear encoders provide the con-
trol with the actual position of the slide. In semi-closed loop mode, there is no 
additional measuring system and the position information is received from the 
motor sensor. The state space model considers both modes so that the mode for the 
investigated case can be selected via a boolean variable.  
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the universal Simulink model, automatically adapted to the 
current number of drives, 2 in this case. 

3 Evaluation 

All machine variants are evaluated in two steps. Firstly, their general behaviour is 
investigated, statically and in the frequency domain. This comprises above all 
displacements under gravity, process and inertial loads, eigenfrequencies and mode 
shapes. Secondly, a simple trajectory – in general a single axis movement – is 
looked at in the time domain. This provides information about the positioning 
behaviour obtained with the controller settings as well as dynamic 
interdependencies which are reflected in phenomena like cross-talk.  

3.1 Static and Quasi-static Behaviour 

As an example, the influence of the work piece weight on the TCP (tool centre 
point) displacement is analysed. The analysis is carried out on the 2 axis 
configuration and considers the deflection of the x axis slide due to a workpiece 
mass of 140 kg, mounted onto a slotted interface plate. 

The calculation algorithm is capable of dealing with the above mentioned bod-
ies that possess beam-like properties. When evaluating the displacements at differ-
ent positions in the work space, the couplings between the involved body and the 
corresponding beam segment are automatically dislocated to the correct current 
position and connected to the current corresponding beam segment. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, the displacements in x direction due to gravity differ from -6.5 µm 
in the top left position up to 5.4 µm on the right side. The displacements are caused 
by the rigid body rotation of the slide around the y axis which results in x and z 
displacements. Depending on the work piece size and weight, these effects may 
vary and should be taken into account by the controller. 
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Fig. 4. TCP Displacements in x direction due to gravity, plotted over the work space 

As the slide is coupled to a beam-like modelled body, the segmentation must be 
identifyable on the results. In fact, five zones can clearly be distinguished: Three 
large zones where the front and rear carriage pairs run on two adjacent segements 
and two small zones, where one carriage pair already passed onto the next segment 
while the other pair is still connected to the same segement. 

3.2 Frequency Domain 

The eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of all three variants can be analysed 
numerically and graphically. However, in order to determine the first critical 
eigenfrequency, the transfer functions have to be analysed. 

 

Fig. 5. Transfer function plot for the 2 axes configuration. The first critical eigen-
frequency at 113 Hz corresponds to a movement in z direction. 
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The three machine configurations have been examined under this aspect and it 
results that the first critical eigenfequencies are at 150 Hz, 113 Hz and 37 Hz for 
the 1, 2 and 3 axis configuration respectively. Fig. 5 shows the transfer function 
plot for the 2 axes configuration and the corresponding values of the lowest 10 
eigenfrequencies. All plots have been obtained within 4 to 16 seconds, depending 
on the size of the examined model. 

3.3 Time Domain 

The last step investigates the behaviour of the configurations in the time domain. 
The necessary parameters and variables are generated automatically by the ACK 
and handed over to the SIMULINK environment. Thus, the machine model which 
contains a general drive control model based on the architecture used in the 
Siemens 840D is adapted specifically for the current machine configuration. The 
simulation finally provides the trajectory of the TCP of the investigated machine. 

The major benefit of this simulation is information about cross-talk and the 
possibility to check whether an optimisation of NC parameters leads to a satisfying 
result. In order to determine the relevant values like the gains for the position con-
troller, a simple trajectory, e.g. a single axis movement, is suitable. The following 
movement with positioning over 0.1 m, set point velocity 30 m/min and accelera-
tion 5 m/s2 over a simulation time of 5 s is simulated in approximately 40 – 160 s, 
depending on the number of axes involved (1 and 3 respectively). This duration is 
sufficiently short so that the values can be optimised iteratively. For a more de-
tailed description of the analysing procedure in the frequency and in the time do-
main using the ACK, one is referred to Lorenzer, et al., 2008a. 

4 Prototype Modules 

Different multi-purpose motion modules are currently under development at 
inspire / IWF. These modules are the basic constituents of user adaptable RMTs, as 
described above. Each module is assembled once and not altered afterwards, as it 
would be the case in a company that holds a pool of modules. According to a given 
manufacturing task, these modules are then combined in an appropriate way. In a 
first step, this procedure is applied and investigated using two different linear axes. 

4.1 Module Characteristics 

A major goal was to develop encapsulated modules that can be applied in different 
configurations. The definition of a universal module interface for linking different 
kinds of modules led to a simple mechanical solution: A rectangular bloc as flange, 
fixation with bolts and 3 locating points for proper orientation. A key characteristic 
is the separation of functionality and stiffness which is provided by different 
modules. The short linear axis (SLA) carries out a linear movement in one 
direction. A mass compensation module can be added, in case the axis is mounted 
vertically. Dependent on the spatial orientation and the actual mounting point, a so-
called “horizontal” or “vertical stiffness module” can be attached, or none of these 
when it is mounted directly on a machine bed. Functional and stiffness modules are 
assembled in a similar way as the modules among each other. 
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Fig. 6. An exploded view of the short linear axis illustrates its design (left). One 
possible machine configuration, built of a horizontal long linear axis (LLA) and a 
vertical short linear axis (SLA) with a horizontally mounted spindle unit (right). 

Fig. 6 shows a machine configuration that has been modelled and analysed in the 
ACK. It consists of a horizontal LLA with slide and a vertical SLA with a 
horizontally mounted spindle unit. The module models for the ACK have been 
detailed following the design information extracted from the CAD files. 

Drives and all transmission components of the linear axes are dimensioned for 
carrying one additional axis with work piece support and a 100 kg work piece on 
top. On the prototype modules, all non-mechanical transmissions, i.e. electrical or 
fluidic devices will be realized via simple point-to-point connections from the 
supply to the respective module, e.g. using Robotrax elements for cables. Tele-
scopic covers or bellows are foreseen in order to reproduce similar conditions as if 
the modules were installed in a real machine in a manufacturing environment. 

5 Conclusion and Outlook 

A modelling and analysing tool especially suitable for the use with RMTs was 
presented. The suitability is due to the comprehensive use of predefined structural 
module models, representing in detail the corresponding physical modules. 

5.1 Conclusion 

This paper presented the Axis Construction Kit as modelling and simulation tool 
within a model based reconfiguration process for RMTs. In combination with 
predefined structural models it allows efficient model generation and analysis of 
different machine configuration variants. The analyses are conducted statically as 
well as in the frequency and time domain. In combination they enhance drastically 
the understanding of the machine behaviour which is a necessary basis for 
decisions on the suitability of the examined variants. Thus, it supports the user in 
finding an adequate configuration for a task specific RMT. 
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Furthermore, the simulation can be used for determining and, in a certain range, 
optimising a first set of NC parameters thus accelerating the commissioning of the 
machine after each reconfiguration. This data is required not only for providing 
optimised parameters for the control configuration but especially for building up a 
dynamic machine model which will be a key element on the NC of an RMT. 

5.2 Outlook 

As soon as the protoype modules are built, the obtained simulation results will be 
subject to measurements for validation of the module properties on different 
machine configurations. Future work will concentrate on the automated generation 
of control readable models, including the corresponding parameters as well as the 
adaptation for and transfer onto the machine control. For the simulation in the time 
domain, the use of several different trajectories, maybe derived from NC code, and 
their influence on the significance of the obtained results will be investigated. 
Another issue that will be addressed is the design of drive models for direct drives 
and rack and pinion drives that can be integrated in the automated simulation. 
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